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E-RAU holds corporate security seminar

By One Keeper

Easley-Edide Corporate Association held its second annual meeting last week at the Dayton Inn on the last day of the convention. The event was a gathering of corporate leaders and business professionals to discuss topics related to corporate governance, risk management, and security.

The seminar was held at the Dayton Inn, a local hotel known for its premier conference facilities. The event lasted for over 24 hours, with an intensive schedule of workshops and discussions.

In the morning session, experts discussed the latest trends in corporate security, including cybersecurity, fraud prevention, and employee behavior. They highlighted the importance of developing a comprehensive security strategy that addresses both external and internal threats.

The afternoon session focused on practical solutions for implementing effective security measures. Participants had the opportunity to network with peers and learn from successful case studies.

The evening session featured a panel discussion on the future of corporate security, where experts shared their predictions and insights on emerging security threats and technologies.

Overall, the seminar was well-received, with attendees praising the depth of the content and the opportunity to connect with industry leaders. The organizers plan to expand the event next year to accommodate a larger audience.

Shawn Temple

February 10, 2021
SGA Campane

SGA Candidates voice campaign views
Pasternack/Junge: "We've come up through the ranks."

Tarbert/Reeder promise accountable administration for constituents

By Kevin Pasternack - Candidate for Vice-President of the SGA - and Bob Junge - Candidate for Secretary of the SGA - in an interview with the Student Government President and spokesperson for the institution, the candidates were asked take the opportunity to express some personal views on our choice to pursue the leadership positions that afford a great deal of your life at our university.

A brief look at the candidates then moved on to the 1981 SGA elections. Although the SGA elections were not the official announcement, their recent campaigns seemed to stress the importance of engaging in a two-name ticket and a connection with the student body. This was also a prevalent issue that was mentioned in their campaign.

One of the most intriguing issues that was mentioned in the campaign was the possibility of a two-name ticket. The candidates both expressed interest in running together, and this seemed to be a common theme among the candidates.

SGA Representative Arthur Benson supports consciency and clarity of policies

The SGA Representative Arthur Benson supports the message of inclusivity and diversity in the SGA elections. The candidates not only stated their desire to run together, but also highlighted their commitment to engaging with the student body and promoting a sense of community.

SGA Representative Arthur Benson supports inclusivity and clarity of policies

With the SGA elections only one week away, a two-name ticket is crucial to expand the horizons of the SGA. The candidates' positions will be on the ballot, and they will be able to address the needs of the student body and work towards improving their quality of life.
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Metal fatigue causes DC-9 tailcone to separate

A metal fatigue fracture caused the destruction of the Canadian DC-9 airplane in September 1981, leaving six miles of tailcone debris scattered on the ground.

The tailcone along with the left cabin pressure bulkhead of the right engine were all hit from the airplane's sudden implosion. The right side of the engine had also separated from the plane in a tailfore peak event.

The tailcone along with the left cabin pressure bulkhead of the right engine were all hit from the airplane's sudden implosion. The right side of the engine had also separated from the plane in a tailfore peak event.
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SPYROGYRA entertains at Stetson

By Tony Pinto

SPYROGYRA’s latest album, "LARKS-VALY," alternates between a mixture of old and new material that entertained the crowd for nearly an hour and a half.

Their music is a combination of Latin and fusion, and appeals to a wide range of listeners, it’s not until one looks at the list of the music who have played on the group’s latest album, that Spyro Gyra’s true roots are revealed.

For their opening number, the audience was able to see the classic Spyro Gyra sound, with the band playing their usual Latin-inspired sound. As the crowd grew, the band continued to play, and the audience was able to see the full range of Spyro Gyra’s sound.

When Spyro Gyra released their album, "LARKS-VALY," it was an instant success. The album’s combination of Latin and fusion, along with the band’s unique sound, made it a hit with audiences around the world.

During the encore, the audience was able to see the band’s true dedication to their craft, as they played a medley of their classic hits, including "What we are," "Down Under," and "Midnight Express." The encore was a fitting end to a memorable show, and the audience was left wanting more.

All in all, the performance was a success, and Spyro Gyra’s sound was well-received by the audience.

Tom Ledern
AVON Staff Reporter

Graduating Seniors
Senior Class Organization Meeting
March 9, 7:30 pm
University Center
BE THERE

Student Activities Presents
spring coffee house
Featuring E-RAU's finest musical talent
March 5, 7:00 pm in the Faculty Staff Lounge
March 11, 8:00 pm in the Pub

Springsteen's River flows smooth
Springsteen's latest double album, features 50 minutes of the best rock and roll ballads heard in ages.

In his latest album, Springsteen uses his own back-up band, "The E Street Band," which is comprised of Roy Bittan on keyboards; Clarence Clemons on sax; Garry Tallent on bass; Bruce Springsteen on drums, together, Bruce Springsteen and The E Street Band produce a sound that is simply incomparable to any other group in the country.

Bruce Springsteen is also known as "The Boss," tells his stories in this album, the same way that he has been telling them for years, in song. He talks of working for the minimum wage, and the hours of the boss, and of songs of love and hate (often both in the same sentence). However, he is able to capture the feelings and emotions that we all have deep down inside, and bring them out and sing about them in a style all his own.

Their songs areWINDOWS to the American soul. His rough, growl vocals lend a distinctly American note to the lyrics that speak of life in the city.

This is particularly evident in songs such as "I Wanna Marry You" and "Jackson Cage." Springsteen's style combines the flow in "The River," and the feel of "Roxie," blending together to create a unique sound.

"The River" often explores a notion of very catchy tunes such as "Happy Days," "Point Blank," and "Gaddis Ranch," all of which are classic anthems.

All four of the sides of the album, while three is without a doubt, the most prominent. The side starts with the powerful "Point Blank" before "Gaddis Ranch" and continues into three other sides that bring out the best in the album. Each one of the sides brings out the critical material which has made Bruce Springsteen what he is today.

THE RIVER
A letter of student concern...

We firmly uphold:

☐ A total rearrangement of registration procedures
☐ A trimesterly poll of the entertainment you want
☐ Development of more athletic facilities/varsity sports involvement
☐ A designated central office area for clubs and organizations
☐ Weekly publication of all SGA financial transactions

We bitterly oppose:

☐ Paying $1,200.00 for twice-run movies when you are told to come see them for free!
☐ $5.00 surcharge for Phoenix yearbook
☐ Closing the pub during entertainment events
☐ J-Lot parking for faculty only

On March 11

Vote For The Team That Votes For You

Paid for by the Meredith/Woods committee for ACTIVE student government. Valerie Trocheck, Chairman
 Angel Flight salutes Arnold Air Society

By Karen Schneidler
Angel Flight International

Hawaii is all it's going to be a short getaway until 1981. Here's all I've added Air Approvals Week last week, did just to give a big, everybody, all-rounder, all-around thank you and a rousing "We love you, Arnold!" to the historic Hilton for all its unstated to us. Where would we be without you? And thank you, Dorothy, for the banquet.

Starke Airfield welcomes AFROTC March 7

By Michael L. Byerly, Cold Spring Information Staff

Capt. William Crook, Officer in Charge at Starke Airfield, introduced AFROTC at the March 7 meeting of the Club's Board of Directors. Capt. Crook is the officer responsible for the airfield and airport facilities at Starke Airfield.

BE-JA Import Automotive

NOTICE TO STUDENTS

20% Discount on most Auto Replacement Parts In Stock.

We are Distributors of All Top Line Parts Have Large Stock.

LUCAS, BOSCH, LASER LIGHT, More Many More.......

OTHER Discounts Negotiable
LET US HELP YOU

BE-JA Import Automotive

812 N. Beach St., Daytona
255-0933
must show I.D card

This Information Requested:

MAKE: MODEL:
YEAR:
PRODUCTION DATE:
AUTO OR STAND?
FACTORIAR?
CYCL:
PARTS NEEDED:
PART NO. available:

Christian Fellowship Club to hold next meeting in President Hunt’s mansion

By Brett Holwerda

The Christian Fellowship Club will be having luncheon and hot dogs at our meeting on March 10th. Our guest speaker that evening will be the Rev. Marcas from the Methodist Church. Marcas will be putting a note to your books with more information. He is a member of the Student Council and will be on the executive board. Marcas will be speaking on the topic of, "What's the difference between regenerate and unregenerate?"

Winter Pledge Still Needed

By Michael L. Byerly

The Winter Pledge continues. Theapg needs are very great, and we are looking for any donations that can be given. The Winter Pledge is due on March 10th. For more information, please contact the Athletics Department.

BE-JA Import Automotive

ON MARCH 11

VOTE

For Chief Justice: Earl Schuelle

For SGA Representative: Len Willis

Riddle skis prepare for ski meet

On March 10 and 11 the Riddle Ski Team will be going to a ski meet at the 1980C-152 $12.00/hr. $1972 ARROW-FR $25.00/hr.

REG RATE DURATIONS
1980C-152 $17. ARCTC 10J Smulator, $10.00

If you are current with Riddle's
you're current with DRONDMORE BAYAVIATION

United States Army offers guaranteed flight slots

By Gary Tamayo

The U.S. Army is now offering guaranteed flight school opportunities to all sophomore-students pursing an education-related to Engineering degree. Any 1979-81 student (male or female) who is qualified and enrolled in the 1980-81 academic year is eligible for a guaranteed flight slot upon graduation.

To be qualified, the student must be able to pass a Class I Physical by achieving a 60% on the new Aviation Student Test (FAST) and complete the medical physical examination into ADVANCE ROTC.

While the student is enrolled, the student may seek employment at any time but will lose the slot once employment is terminated. For more information about guaranteed flight school program, contact Captain John J. Jone, ARMY ROTC, DAYTONA, 467-1795.

“Jampal” Jim 2’s marks, it was the time for a break from training and I felt that we have a good chance to be competitive in the region this spring.

On President's Day, President is running a strong second and seconding his strong win this season. "General George" Adams, Riddle's leading scorer, is putting a finishing edge on the high note. Our number one Ramble, Jim 2, has

Alpha Eta Rho to be selling tacos at this years spring fling

On March 10 at the Riddle Ski Team will be going to a ski meet at the 1980C-152 $12.00/hr. 1972 ARROW-FR $25.00/hr.

For more information, please contact the Athletics Department.
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To be qualified, the student must be able to pass a Class I Physical by achieving a 60% on the new Aviation Student Test (FAST) and complete the medical physical examination into ADVANCE ROTC.

While the student is enrolled, the student may seek employment at any time but will lose the slot once employment is terminated. For more information about guaranteed flight school program, contact Captain John J. Jone, ARMY ROTC, DAYTONA, 467-1795.

“Jampal” Jim 2’s marks, it was the time for a break from training and I felt that we have a good chance to be competitive in the region this spring.

On President's Day, President is running a strong second and seconding his strong win this season. "General George" Adams, Riddle's leading scorer, is putting a finishing edge on the high note. Our number one Ramble, Jim 2, has
Depleted Flight Team receives eight awards at NIFA competition

The weekend of February 20-22 was essential for the Flight Team in which we competed in the National Intercollegiate Flying Association Regional Meet hosted by Florida Institute of Technology in Melbourne, Florida. The regional meet itself was the final competition on the national level against other schools from the many other regions across the nation.

The hosted but friendly competition was dominated by many events, including flying, precision flying, landings, power-off accuracy, navigation, and message drop. At the end of the events, pilots were ranked in terms of their success, accuracy, and overall performance.

The team's overall safety practices and behavior around the aircraft, people, and all equipment utilized at FIT was also being judged and awarded based on the team's behavior.

Despite the fact that the team's current performance in their event is not consistent, each person on the team at the Awards Banquet received recognition for their individual efforts.


In addition to the NIFA Regional Competition, which was hosted by Florida Institute of Technology, the team participated in the Regional Preliminary Meet, which was held in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

Easton City to join the team

Easton City has joined the team, and the team is excited to have Easton City on board. The team is looking forward to the upcoming competitions and is confident in their ability to perform well.

One of the Top FBOs in the country is seeking an

AVIONICS MANAGER

★ Must be personable, have technical and management ability.
★ Good benefit package including relocation
★ Responsible for 12 person shop.
★ Latest State of Art equipment
★ 80% of work is on jet aircraft
★ Salary hour Low to Mid $20's
★ Located in Northeast
★ Prefers recent graduate

For more information, ask for Job number 820 in the Career Center, 2nd floor, University Center
**THE SGA DEBATES**

Wednesday, March 4

See the various Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates speak on issues relating to E-RAU students.

**Debates start at 2:00 pm.**

**Elections March 11, 1981**
When Kevin Pasternack and Bob Junge filed their petition for SGA President and Vice-President they were doing so under a 'Promote from within,' concept. Between them they have almost 2 years of service to the SGA and its divisions. They are abreast of the issues that confront the students here at Embry-Riddle.

Much has been said about the turnover of SGA officials and both Kevin and Bob see their petition for election as a major effort to add continuity to the 1981 SGA administration.

On March 11th when we ask you to cast your vote for the 'Team with experience' remember that we are asking you to vote for the candidates who have both held staff positions on the Avion, committee positions for the University, and most recently voiced your opinions as representatives at large.

VOTE FOR THE TEAM WITH EXPERIENCE

VOTE PASTERNACK/JUNGE ON MARCH 11
Catch Our Action

BECOME AN ARMY AVIATOR

Guaranteed Flight Slots

More than 10,000 Aircraft
Over 18,000 Aviators
See some of our aircraft on display on the 27th of February or the 2nd of March 1981 - on the flight ramp

For More Information Contact:

CAPTAIN JOHN J. ARVJAI
Lansing-Right Michigan University
Dearborn Sec. C - Frank 3014

(313) 234-5678

march 4, 1981

Army ROTC

LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD
Questions answered about student loans

To continue our coverage on financial aid programs available at FD-B, given the current economic situation faced by students and parents concerning Bank Grant (FDG) and similar programs, here are some FAQs on the topic:

**What is the process for applying for Bank Grant?**

A Bank Grant is offered to students in need, based on their financial need. Unlike loans, these grants do not need to be repaid. The process for applying typically involves submitting a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) based on the student’s financial need.

**What are the benefits of receiving a Bank Grant?**

Receiving a Bank Grant offers several benefits: it does not need to be repaid, it assists in covering tuition fees, and it helps students manage their overall financial burden.

**Are there any limitations or restrictions on Bank Grants?**

Yes, there are some limitations. Bank Grants are subject to availability and eligibility criteria set by the federal government. Additionally, the funds are limited and may not cover the full cost of tuition and fees.

**What is the significance of a Bank Grant in the context of higher education funding?**

In the context of higher education funding, Bank Grants play a crucial role in providing financial support to students who may not qualify for loans due to financial constraints. They are an essential component of the federal financial aid system, alongside scholarships, work-study programs, and loans, in helping students access higher education.

As always, it is recommended to consult the official federal website or contact the financial aid office for the most current and accurate information regarding Bank Grants and other financial aid programs.
Heineken Happy Hour
Mond - Sat 4 - 6 p.m.
Sunday 2 - 4 p.m.

All Draft Beer
 Including

Heineken Light or Dark 65c a Mug
Located Next to Sears in the Volusia Mall

---

Short Cuts to a Career as an Airline Pilot

Sponsored by Flight International, Inc.
Presentation by Lou Nemeth
• Airline Pilot
• ERAU 1976 Graduate
• Slide Presentation
• Two Short Movies
Complimentary Beer Bust After Presentation
University Center Auditorium
Thursday Night March 5
8 p.m.

---

Golf Villas From $69,900
In A Country Club Community.
Spruce Creek is a lovely 1,000 acre residential community with a championship golf course. Large of living and beautiful setting. Only 1 mile to the Volusia County Airport. For further information call
Hollis 788-1100

---

Flight International
March 4, 1981
13
Students killing each other on Florida campuses

CAMPUSVILLE, P.T. (CT) — On various campuses around the nation it’s called “E.RAU,” “FRU,” or “R.U.R.” but Dorothy Davis calls it “real sick, not very funny.”

Davis is just one of a barrage of mail received by University of Florida officials after it became known that UF students were playing the game. The game — in which students each other with lethal weapons for a period that may span 10 weeks — first surfaced on a college campus in the mid-1970s and then resurfaced periodically two years ago.

In recent appearances at Florida, however, it has proven to involve quite public, lethal violence.

E.R.AU’s “Battlefield” promotes community relations

By Rick Dells

Alan Stump Report

The “Battlefield,” President Jack J. Hunt’s name in Ormond Beach, is one of the most magnificently built houses in Central Florida. The president’s residence on the north side of the Ocean Drive, as it has been over 50 years.

The house was built by Jack Hunt, a native of Orlando, a resident of Indian Shores, and beneficiaries of the property in 1972.

While Jack Hunt lives in the northernmost wing, the remainder of the mansion will be utilized to operate the house.

The University’s president is also available for shows, such as, in the American Legion or the Jaycees. He is a field group, planning and societies.

“Battlefield’s” advocates are attorneys for the University of Florida and the University of Florida St. Petersburg.. The president has always been firm in the positive relations. To go beyond the good word and work of E.R.AU.

The Battlefield is also available for use by various organizations. Many of the great speakers or that all agencies in order from out of town stay in one of the four furnished suites.

Those on the president’s only a wet bar in the reception rooms. All of the appointments and large private

A VIEW OF THE “ENTERTAINMENT CENTER” in Ormond-Balda, President’s residence, affectionately known as “The Battlefield.”

Volusia Cycle

955-c Orange Avenue Daytona Beach

252-6821

TIRE SALE

Introductory Special

.27 x 1 1/4 tires Tires Only

$3.00

Quantities Limited

Common Purpose Room

Every Sunday

University Center

CATHOLIC MASS 10 a.m. & 10 a.m.

PROTESTANT SERVICES 11-15 a.m.